Abstract
Introduction
Software testing is done for finding faults in program. In different phases of SDLC testing is very vital and expensive phase in both development and maintenance manner. Software testing phase generally estimate 30 to 50% of total development cost in this also challenging part is generating test cases. More number of test cases will be able to number of faults. For these reasons, the different techniques for automatic generation of test cases used to find out small set of test cases which are able to fulfill criteria and reduce software cost. A test case is a set of tests which takes input values and observed output and compare it with expected output. Main feature of test case is it has quality to cover most of the test objective and contribute to reduce the cost of software testing. Table 4 presents a classification of automatic test case generation approaches along with advantages and disadvantages of each technique. 
Symbolic Test Case Generation Technique
James C. King was proposed Symbolic execution as a tool for test-data generation in 1976 [12] .Symbolic test data generation techniques [7, 8] Disadvantage of this approach is the statement cannot be reasoned about symbolically.
For Example [14] of this drawback is, int foo(int x, int y) { If (x==hash(y)) return -1;//error Return 0; //ok } Here assume that for function hash the constraint solver can't symbolically reason because it is much complex or simple because it is not available. it means that the constraint solver not able to generate 2 values for input x and y gives guarantee to satisfy or violate the constraint x==hash(y). Here test generation is not only sufficient but also it is also necessary to generate specific values for x and y which satisfy or violate this constraints.
Dynamic Test-data Generation
Dynamic test-data generation [e.g., 10, 11, 9] technique determines which test cases satisfy the requirement during the execution of program. After that test input modify incrementally until one of them satisfy the requirement. Search based techniques are most of the time used by dynamic techniques. Symbolic execution performing dynamically collects symbolic constraint on input which is gathered from the predicates in branch statement along the execution of program.
Search-based Automatic Test Case Generation
To solve software engineering problem Search-based Software Engineering (SBSE) is the application of optimization technique (OT). Process to find best possible solution among all available is known as optimization. Search-based approach is very useful for undecidable problem [13] as well as for programs which have large search space. Input domain of the system under test is used as search space from this search space test data fulfils objective of test data generation. For purpose of test cases generation there are different search algorithms to use like.
Automatic Test Case Generation using Hill Climbing:
Hill climbing (HC) is mathematical optimization technique comes under local search algorithm family. HC is an iterative algorithm it starts with arbitrary solution to problem then in next attempts it find better solution by incrementally modifying single element of solution. If modification generates better solution than previous one then it made new solution then this process repeated until further improvements can found.
It is an iterative algorithm that starts with an arbitrary solution to a problem, then attempts to find a better solution by incrementally changing a single element of the solution. If the change produces a better solution, an incremental change is made to the new solution, repeating until no further improvements can be found.
Automatic Test Case Generation using Genetic Algorithm:
Genetic algorithms [4] represent a class of adaptive search techniques and procedures supported the method of natural genetics and Darwin's principle of the survival of the fittest. Genetic algorithm searching mechanism starts with a collection of solution referred to as a population. One solution within the population is named a chromosome. The search yield for variety of generations, for every generation the fitter solutions (based on the fitness function) are selected to create a new population. During the cycle, there are 3 main operators namely reproduction, crossover and mutation. The cycle can repeat for variety of generations till certain termination criteria are met.
In a method of generating test cases for structural testing based on genetic algorithms to cover multiple target paths in one run is presented. First, drawback the matter of generating test cases is developed as a multi-objective optimization problem within which the number of objectives decreases at the side of generation of test cases. Then, test cases are generated using genetic algorithms incorporating with domain knowledge.
In a Constraint-based [19] Genetic algorithm technique is employed to get optimized test cases from UML Activity diagram and Collaboration diagrams. [11] Is regarding test cases generated for software security supported GA. the method selects the foremost favorite test cases so as to get the vulnerabilities within the software. This methodology will reduce the test time and improve the test efficiency to a certain extent.
Automatic test case Generation exploitation Genetic Programming:
Genetic programming (GP) is an evolutionary algorithm-based methodology inspired by biological evolution to find computer programs that perform a user-defined task. It's a specialization of genetic algorithms (GA) wherever every individual may be a computer program. It's a machine learning technique used to optimize a population of computer programs according to a fitness landscape determined by a program's ability to perform a given computational task.
a search-based approach [2] to automatically generating test cases for object oriented software. It depends on a tree-based illustration of technique call sequences. Strongly-typed genetic programming is utilized to generate method call trees that respect the call dependences among the methods. A new kind of distance-based fitness function applied that accounts for runtime exceptions. The approach proved successful and produced test cases leading to full branch coverage for four test objects completely automatically.
Automatic test case Generation using Memetic Algorithm:
The Memetic algorithms (MAs) are metaheuristics that use both global and local search (e.g., a GA with a HC). Here the thought is to mimic the process of the evolution of these memes. From an optimization point of view, a MA is described as a population based mostly met heuristic during which, whenever an offspring is generated, a local search is applied to it till it reaches a local optimum.
The MA used in [4] for testing of object-oriented containers is fairly straightforward. it's built on GA, and therefore the solely difference is that at every generation on every individual a Hill climbing is applied till a local optimum is reached. the cost of applying those local searches is high, hence the population size and the total range of generations is lower than in the GA.
Automatic test case Generation using Tabu search:
Tabu Search (TS) is a metaheuristic search technique based on the premise that, in order to qualify as intelligent, problem solving should incorporate adaptive memory and responsive exploration. Thus, the algorithm of Tabu Search is based on that of the next k neighbors, whereas maintaining a Tabu list (memory) of visited neighbors that tabu. The Tabu Search rule features a range of parameters that have to be chosen on the idea of the problem to be solved: the objective operate (fitness function) that has to measure the cost of a solution, an appropriate Candidate list strategy (to try to select good neighbor candidates that goes beyond a local optimum without exploiting the examination of parts within the neighborhood) and, it's additionally necessary to outline short -term memory and memory and their several methods. Short -term memory stores the recent moves of the search as Tabu. memory, on the other hand, stores the frequency with that a move occurs so as to penalize often visited moves that diversify the search. TSGen [3] may be a Tabu search metaheuristic rule for the automated generation of structural package tests. The goal that TSGen needs to achieve is that of generating the tests that obtain the most branch coverage for the program below test.TSGen [22] Created an economical testing technique that combines Tabu Search with Korel'schaining approach. The technique automatically generates test data so as to get branch coverage in software testing.
Automatic test case generation using Simulated Annealing:
Simulated annealing is one type of global search technique it is similar in principle to Hill Climbing. To improve the result it recombines result after sampling the whole area.
For example if result value y1 is chosen in simulated annealing and the result which has minimum cost. Comparative and desirability of particular solution is defined by cost function. Cost function is referred to minimizing objective of function and maximizing the objective of function is referred as Fitness Function. 
5.
Most of the time used as a benchmark because it is easy to implement. 1. it has scalability issues due to the large number of paths that need to be analysed And the complexity of the constraints that are generated.
Conclusion
This paper represent different techniques for automatic test case generation and brief look at each one along with tools related with technique are mentioned. there are several techniques available but depending upon the need of user which technique is applicable to find best solution this survey helps whether to use technique with combination or alone this analysis is given.
